
1. A train approaching...appear to be [Ans.(C)]
2. A straight wire....wire will be [Ans.(D)]

3. What is the phase....  A cos t  ? [Ans.(B)]

4. Heat is produced...resistor will be [Ans.(A)]
5. Two elements....vA : vB will be [Ans.(D)]
6. The de Broglie...and photon is [Ans.(B)]
7. Two infinite parallel.....will be [Ans.(B)]
8. A box of mass.....stationary, is [Ans.(D)]
9. The decimal.....1011001 is [Ans.(C)]

10. The frequency of.... 1 2( : )  is [Ans.(D)]

11. The I-V characteristic....that [Ans.(B)]
12. In a slide calipers,...constant is [Ans.(A)]
13. From the top....respectively by [Ans.(C)]
14. A Wheatstone...balance condition [Ans.(D)]
15. An electric bulb...........the bulb is [Ans.(C)]
16. In a mercury...thermometer read [Ans.(D)]
17. The magnetic ......t = 2 second is [Ans.(A)]
18. Water is flowing......is known as [Ans.(C)]
19. If the velocity ...... index 1.5 is [Ans.(A)]
20. A charge +q is...straight line AB is[Ans.(A)]
21. What current ........ in the figure ? [Ans.(A)]
22. In a region the intensity...region is [Ans.(D)]
23. The dimension.....momentum is [Ans.(C)]

24. If  
  
A B C ..........


A and


C  is [Ans.(A)]

25. A particle is ...... comes to rest is [Ans.(B)]
26. A particle is...... motion will be [Ans.(C)]
27. A bullet on......comes to rest ? [Ans.(C)]
28. When a spring.....spring becomes [Ans.(B)]
29. Average distance....L2 will be [Ans.(B)]

30. A spherical....The ratio 1

2

v
v

will be[Ans.(A)]

31. When a certain........emission is [Ans.(B)]
32. Three blocks.....2kg block will be [Ans.(B)]
33. Let L be.........be the maximum [Ans.(C)]
34. An object placed......the mirror is [Ans.(D)]
35. 22320 cal of.......respectively are [Ans.(C)]
36. A progressive...wave velocity is [Ans.(D)]
37. Two radioactive...time interval of [Ans.(B)]
38. A magnetic.........this position is [Ans.(B)]
39. In the adjoining.....N will be [Ans.(D)]
40. A body when......of the body is [Ans.(D)]

41. Which one of.....an electrophile? [Ans.(A)]

42. Which one of.....a good yield? [Ans.(B)]

43. 58.5 gm of NaCl......solutions. [Ans.(A)]

44. Equal weights...exerted by H2 is [Ans.(C)]

45. Which of the....from Raoul’s law? [Ans.(D)]

46. In a reversible.....constant will [Ans.(C)]

47. Identify the.....chemical reaction. [Ans.(B)]

48. Which one of.....of a reaction? [Ans.(A)]

49. Upon treatment.....form iodoform [Ans.(D)]

50. Upon treatment with...will produce [Ans.(A)]

51. Friedel-Craft’s.....efficiently with [Ans.(D)]

52. Which one...exhibited by phenol? [Ans.(B)]

53. The basicity of ...amine due to [Ans.(B)]

54. Under identical.....efficiently with [Ans.(A)]

55. Identify the method....be prepared [Ans.(D)]

56. Li occupies higher....to Cu since [Ans.(A)]

57. 11Na24 is radioactive...decays to [Ans.(D)]

58. The paramagnetic....presence of [Ans.(A)]

59. A 100 ml 0.1 (M)....of NH4OH) [Ans.(C)]

60. In 2-butene,.....statements is true [Ans.(C)]

61. The well....between them is [Ans.(D)]

62. The stability of Me2C=CH2.....to [Ans.(C)]

63. Which of ...uncertainty principle? [Ans.(D)]

64. The stable......trivalency of Bi is [Ans.(B)]

65. The equivalent....weight (M) as [Ans.(C)]

66. Which of the following is correct? [Ans.(A)]

67. CO is practically non-polar since [Ans.(A)]

68. The number......in H3PO3 are [Ans.(C)]

69. When H2O2 is......formation of [Ans.(D)]

70. The state of .... in POCl3 are [Ans.(C)]

71. By passing...exclusively formed?[Ans.(D)]

72. An equimolar....the following. [Ans.(A)]

73. Among the .... of stability is [Ans.(B)]

74. Which of .. is correct ? [Ans.(A)]

75. On passing ‘C’....will be [Ans.(D)]

76. If the 1st .... He atom is [Ans.(C)]

77. The weight of..... solution is [Ans.(C)]

78. 20 ml 0.1(N).... acid is 4.74) [Ans.(B)]

79. In the brown ring..... behaves as [Ans.(A)]

80. The most.... MeCOCH2CO2Et is [Ans.(B)]


